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We have been pursuing the Provincial Government to implement a
Statement of Provincial Interest with regards to the Agriculture Land
Policy as to give it enforcement capacity in the protection of our valued
farm land. We have also been working hard with our counterparts on
elements of the Business Risk Management (BRM) and non-BRM
programs under the new Canadian Agriculture Partnership (CAP) (e.g.
GF3) initiative.
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In closing, I would like to mention that our regional meetings are coming
up soon in October and I would like to encourage all our members to
please come out to hear a detailed account of our activities and express
concerns or issues you would like us to address in the upcoming year.
With that, two hairy thumbs up and I hope to see you all at our AGM in
January.

President’s Message

Cheers,
Mike Bouma

Regional Meetings Fall 2017
Mike Bouma, President, AANB

The Agricultural Alliance of NB’s Regional Meetings will be starting
late October and continue into November of 2017.
Consult our website closer to the dates for more details.

Greetings Fellow Farmers,
Well the summer of 2017 may not go down as one of the good ones for
many farmers. We’ve seen not enough rain, low prices (what’s new)
and increases in our costs of doing business through more fees and
potentially taxes. For most of us farmers, we just would like to be able to
do our jobs and make a little money while doing it. Unfortunately,
outside forces and changes in politics or policies can have devastating
effects on our overall viability.

Scheduled dates for Regional Meeting:
October 26th
- Region 2 (Bathurst & surrounding)
October 30th
- Region 5 (Fredericton & surrounding)
November 1st
- Region 4 (Sussex & surrounding)
November 2nd
- Region 6 (Woodstock & surrounding)
November 6th
- Region 3 (Moncton & surrounding)
November 8th
- Region 1 (Grand Falls & surrounding)

Over the last three years as Chair of the Alliance, I have had numerous
opportunities to work with our Provincial Government and their staff and
for the most part have found them to be a reasonable lot who genuinely
would like to make our livelihoods better but straddled with limited
resources (financial) can only go so far. Changes in policies are in the
works but often these changes take time to be fully fleshed out to make
sure no ill effects would be realized. However, gains that may be
realized on the provincial side can easily be offset and eroded at the
national level leaving us no better or even worse off.

These important meetings will start at 7:00 p.m. each night.

I really have to question the proposed increases in taxation on small
and medium businesses that will see you and I pay at the same rate as
an individual who works 9-5 and only has to show up with a lunch pail
and a reasonable pair of footwear. Why should we work 70, 80 or a 100
hours a week, take all the risk (financial & personal) and give 70% of it
to the Government in taxes? Investment, productivity and employment
would all be affected. Further to this point succession of our operations
would be in serious question especially if a family member intended to
buy you out as you and they would be faced with huge tax implications
above and beyond others. Here at the Alliance we are working hard with
the Canadian Federation of Agriculture (CFA) and other groups to
express our deep concerns over these new proposed tax changes.
Letters have been drafted and sent to all our NB MP’s, personal phone
calls to our MP’s and partnering with other small business groups are
being initiated. We would urge all of our members to please meet or call
with your MP”s and express your displeasure with these proposed
changes.
On the lighter side of things, Open Farm Day’s plans are running
smoothly and is scheduled for September 17th with 32 farms opening
their doors to the public. Our Ag in the classroom plans are progressing
on schedule and our coordinator for the Anglophone districts has been
hired and applications are now being taken for the francophone ones.
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Annual General Meeting: January 18-19, 2018
The Agricultural Alliance of NB’s Annual General Meeting will be held
at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Fredericton on January 18th and 19th,
2018. More information will follow on our website at
www.fermeNBfarm.ca.

Message from the New Brunswick Young Farmers Forum
Are you between the ages of 18 and 40? Would you like to engage,
empower, and encourage the current NB farm leaders in order to allow
the next generation to see a future in agriculture? There is a current
vacancy on the New Brunswick Young Farmers Forum Board of
Directors in Moncton’s Region 4.
If would like to become part of an amazing team of dedicated young
producers, please forward your name and your contact information to
General Manager, Camille Coulombe, at efp-pfe@fermenbfarm.ca
The New Brunswick Young Farmers' Forum will be hosting their
Annual General Meeting January 19th and 20th, 2018 in Fredericton,
New Brunswick (location to be determined). More information to come.
Consult www.nbyff.ca for further details.

Issues Update:
1)

2017 NB Nuisance Deer Management Assistance Program

The provincial government has agreed to continue the program for another
year. The application date are from September 5th to October 31st 2017.
The Nuisance Deer Management Assistance Program (NDMAP) will allow
Registered Agricultural Professional Producers (RAPP) who have
experienced economic loss due to deer damage to receive special permits
authorizing hunters to harvest ONE antlerless deer. The permits are issued
to hunters who are chosen by the producer to harvest deer on their
property. Permits will be provided to harvest only antlerless deer, as
removal of those deer will have the greatest effect on controlling local
populations. The number of available permits will be determined for each
property by the Department of Energy and Resource Development (ERD)
on a case-by-case basis.
Please find the fact sheet enclosed for more information.
2) Update on the Implementation of the Agriculture Land Policy
The Agriculture Land Policy Working Group met a few times throughout the
year to provide input to the Department of Agriculture, Aquaculture &
Fisheries on the following issues: implementation of a Statement of
Provincial Interest with the goal of protecting agricultural land throughout
the province under the Community Planning Act, recommended the
establishment of an industry-government committee to undertake a full
review of the Farm Land Identification Program, established a list of
recommended eligible and non-eligible agriculture related activities.
The Alliance continues to press the Department of Agriculture, Aquaculture
& Fisheries to address the issues surrounding farmland investment funds
and to link an Agricultural Statement of Provincial Interest to the Community
Planning Act to enable enforcement capacity of the NB Agriculture Land
Policy.
3) Update on the Topsoil Preservation Regulations
We have received positive news that the Topsoil Preservation regulations
have been accepted for review at the legislative level. It is estimated that
proposed amendments will be posted for a 30 day period for comments this
fall. The Agriculture Land Policy Committee has briefly reviewed potential
criteria based on the Ontario’s Land Evaluation and Area Review (LEAR)
System for Agriculture that would enable flexibility while protecting prime
agricultural land and areas. The committee will continue to follow the file
closely and we will inform our members once the proposed regulations are
posted for comments.
4) NEW- Canadian Agricultural Partnership
The Canadian Agricultural Partnership (the next agricultural policy framework) is
a five-year, $3 billion investment by federal, provincial and territorial governments
to strengthen the agriculture, agri-food and agri-based products sector. In addition,
producers will continue to have access to a robust suite of Business Risk
Management (BRM) programs. The partnership will be in place by April 1, 2018.
The Canadian Agricultural Partnership will focus on six priority areas:
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 Science, research, and innovation – to help industry use science
and
innovation to improve resiliency and increase productivity.
 Markets and trade – to open new markets and food processors
improve their competitiveness through skills development, improved
export capacity, underpinned by a strong and efficient regulatory
system.
 Environmental sustainability and climate change – to help the
sector reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, protect the environment
and adapt to climate change by enhancing sustainable growth while
increasing production.
 Value-added agriculture and agri-food processing – to support the
continued growth of the value-added agriculture and agri-food
processing sector.
 Public trust – to build a firm foundation for public trust through solid
regulations, improving assurance systems and traceability.
 Risk Management – to enable proactive and effective risk
management, mitigation and adaptation to create a resilient sector.

NEW- Canadian Agricultural Partnership- continued
Please note that the following changes will not come into effect until April 1st
2018

AgriStability and Reference Margins: The Reference Margins Limit
(RML) will be capped with the goal of improving access to support
under the program. It will guarantee all producers at least 70% of their
reference margins. We are very disappointed that after much pressure
from the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, the Alliance and other
provincial federations of agriculture that the payment trigger have not
been restored to 85%.

AgriStability and Late Participation: a late participation mechanism
has been added that provincial and territorial governments can trigger
to allow producers to enter the program late in situations where there
is a significant income decline and a gap in participation. The
mechanism will only be triggered in response to significant events and
the benefits will be reduced by 20% for producers who enroll late.
While the mechanism will address some concerns it will not address
the underlying issues of the low participation rates due to the
administration and support levels of AgriStability.

Reduced Annual Government Matching Contribution Limits
under AgriInvest: Beginning in the 2018 program year, the maximum
Allowable Net Sales (ANS) eligible under AgriInvest will be reduced to
$1 million (down from $1.5 million). The annual government matching
contribution will be limited to $10,000 per AgriInvest account (down
from $15,000). We are very disappointed of these changes as it
erodes the benefits of participating in the program and its goals of
acting as a self-managed producer-government savings account
allowing producers to set money aside to recover from small income
shortfalls or to make investments to reducer on-farm risks.

Minimum Payments for AgriStability and AgriInvest: The minimum
payment under AgriInvest will be adjusted from $75 to $250. A
minimum of $250 will also apply under AgriStability. These changes
will take place to improve the program’s administration efficiency.
The Alliance will continue its discussion with the provincial Department of
Agriculture in regards to the non-Business Risk Management programs under
the new partnership. More information should be available later this fall.
5) Important Information Relating to Trespassing
The act of trespassing can negatively impact productivity in numerous ways
which is not only detrimental to your prosperity as a producer, but also to the
prosperity of New Brunswick’s agricultural industry as a whole. It is important
that we together take steps towards combatting this ongoing problem.
Reporting any instances of trespassing or suspected instances of trespassing
on or near your property is a vitally important part of this initiative. Alerting
local authorities of acts of trespassing should be done as soon you suspect
the act has been committed. If instances of trespassing go unreported then
authorities will have no ability to penalize the suspected individuals for any
offences committed.
Please see below a list of authorities you can contact to report instances of
trespassing in your community:





Crime Stoppers New Brunswick (1-800-222-8477)
Off-Road Vehicle Enforcement (1-877-449-2244)
RCMP
Your local police force

When reporting incidences of trespassing to the authorities, we urge you to
provide them with as much information as possible (license plate numbers,
picture of motor vehicle(s) and time/date stamps of damages suffered during
incident). Every little bit helps, and reporting these offences as they happen is
the best way to combat this large scale problem which affects everybody in
Agriculture. We continue to work with the Department of Public Safety to
address enforcement issues.
7) Carbon Tax/Cap & Trade
The Alliance recently met with the provincial Climate Change Secretariat team
to NB
obtainOpen
details on
the provincial
Farm
Day government
2007 plans for implementing a
carbon tax or cap & trade system. We are very concerned that not much
information is available to date since the deadline from the Federal
Thank you for your continued participation in Open Farm Day. There were 17
government is approaching very shortly. We have invited the representatives
farms that opened their doors to the public throughout the province in 2006.
at our next September’s Board of Directors meeting to address our concerns
These producers were involved in showing how a farm operates and how
and will follow with a letter to the Minister of Environment and Local
important it is to have high-quality food.
Government. The Alliance had presented its concerns to the legislative
committee on climate change in September 2016. Please contact us if you
Open Farm Day 2006 pass participants :
would like a copy of our presentation.

8) Proposed tax changes would lead to new risks for farmers
We need your help! The Alliance joined force with the Canadian
Federation of Agriculture (CFA) to request that the proposed tax
changes be stalled until further study and analysis of its impact on
businesses.
If these changes are implemented as proposed, farmers will face higher
costs with fewer options to manage business risks, and the complexity
of the proposals could lead to other unintended consequences. The
added uncertainty could discourage business investments right at a time
when farmers are making plans to position their operations toward
meeting the ambitious targets outlined in the 2017 Federal Budget,
which identified agriculture as a key growth sector.
CFA has joined with 35 other organizations to form the new Coalition for
Small Business Tax Fairness, which sent a joint letter sent to Finance
Minister Bill Moreau, outlining shared views.
https://ifbc.ca/coalition-small-business-tax-fairness/

We are very excited to be launching our Ag in the Classroom program in
New Brunswick this year. This past summer was spent programming,
planning and preparing initiatives for the upcoming 2017-2018 school
year. The coordinator of the program, Carolyn Wilson, also attended the
Ag in the Classroom Canada sharing session in Calgary in July. As we
continue to connect with farmers and teachers, we anticipate that the
program will enable us to reach over 500 students in Francophone and
Anglophone classrooms across the province in the upcoming school year.
Some tentative programs include:
-

In-school presentations by local farmers (Taste of the Farm)
Participation in Agriculture Literacy Month
Piloting of a New Brunswick ‘Spuds in Tubs’ Program
Development of an Agriculture Ambassador Award, to
recognize the work of outstanding New Brunswickers currently
working in Ag-Ed with youth
Launch of a program logo and brand!

Farmers are encouraged to read about the changes and contact their
Member of Parliament. Consult http://www.cfa-fca.ca/action-alert-askyour-mp-to-rethink-tax-proposals/ for details on how to get involved. Be
part of the conversation on Twitter using the hastag #unfairtaxchanges

The Agriculture Appeal Board is seeking to fill up to eight (8) member
positions, which may include a chair and vice-chair.

Farm Credit Canada’s message

The Board and its members perform important work on behalf of the
people of this Province including to conduct appeal hearings related to
decisions made by the Minister under the Agricultural Land Protection
and Development Act; by the Registrar under the Farm Land
Identification Regulation – Real Property Tax Act or by the Registrar
under the Livestock Operations Act.
Addition details of the requirements of this Board and other opportunities
are available at:
http://www2.gnb.ca/content/gnb/en/corporate/abc/current_opportunities.
html.

Environmental Farm Plan (EFP)
Continuation of the Rural Road Enhancement Pilot Project
The Rural Road Enhancement Pilot project will continue onto next year.
To improve communication with producers and establish priorities for the
next three years, six regional committees composed of regional
representatives from the Department of Transportation & Infrastructure,
the Department of Agriculture and Alliance Directors will be formed this
fall for planning next year’s program.
You do not have to resubmit your road information if you have done so
in the past. We continue to add non designated roads requiring grading
or other maintenance and repairs. Please contact the Alliance no later
than November 30th 2017 to provide your information. Phone: 506452-8101 or email: alliance@fermenbfarm.ca

A second National EFP Summit will be held this fall to further discuss
possibly use of the Environmental Farm Plan as a sustainable sourcing
program. The objective is to use and enhance this existing program
instead of buyers creating a multitude of extra programs and criteria.
Ron Bonnett, president of CFA (Canadian Federation of Agriculture) will
be lead off the event. Visit www.nationalefp.ca for further information
When: November 1st and 2nd 2017
Where: Ottawa, Ontario
*** To schedule help to update your plan, contact:
Camille Coulombe at (506) 452-8101 (EFP-PFE@fermeNBfarm.ca)
or John at (506) 381-2887.***
ACORN Conference Registration Opens on September 18th!
The Atlantic Canadian Organic Regional Network's Annual Conference &
Trade Show is the networking event of the year for farmers in Atlantic
Canada!
Come celebrate the ongoing evolution and potential of organic agriculture
with Organic (R)EVOLUTION a three-day conference grounded in the four
organic principles—Health, Care, Fairness and Ecology—in Truro, Nova
Scotia November 27-29th. Visit http://www.acornorganic.org/conference
for more information.

In the early 1850’s, a German scientist discovered
that plants are converting sunlight into chemical
energy (known as photosynthesis). Today, we are
able to convert that same sunlight into electrical
energy by using what’s called a photovoltaic
module (PV solar panel).
The province of New Brunswick receives 35% more harvestable sunlight
than Germany and 5% more sunlight than Nova Scotia. What’s even more
interesting is that the cost for solar panels has reached a point where you
can produce your own electricity for less than what you can buy it for!
This introduces a new and exciting opportunity for anyone who can see the
value in long term planning, lowering their carbon footprint or simply
wanting to save money.
Solar panels can power anything that requires electricity such as motors,
lights, electric fences, remote water pumps, sheds or even entire farms.
They can be attached to any roof, ground stands or on top of poles so that
they take up little space on the ground. There’s no moving parts, no noise
and very little maintenance - making them the smartest way to produce
electricity guaranteed to last 25 years.
So why isn’t everyone using solar to generate power in N.B.? The truth is
our power rates have always been cheap and change can sometimes be
difficult to accept. This however, is no longer the case. Power rates
continue to climb and every other province and country in the world has
been shifting towards this clean energy source. With the programs we
have today, carbon tax and climate change on the top of everyone’s mind,
this is the right time to consider moving towards solar energy.
By installing a solar PV module on your property, NB Power will give you a
credit for every unit of energy that you generate. This means that the
electricity you generate from a solar module will flow back to the power
grid during the day and then you pull back from the power grid at night.
Batteries are only needed if you wish to disconnect from the power grid.
If your project is over 100kw (about 400 panels), you may be able to lock
into a power purchase agreement and actually sell power back to the grid
instead of receiving a credit on your power bill. If your business
experiences a dip one year, your solar production can help fill the gap and
also be used as a source of income should you ever take a day off.
There are many options available to suite any size roof or land space
without causing any negative effects to agricultural operations. Even during
the winter, you can be generating your own clean electricity.
Generating clean energy is one of the easiest things we can do to save
money, stabilize business and help protect the future. After all, we know
that plants naturally convert sunlight to usable energy…. and nature is
known to have a way of telling us things.
Contact: Mark McAloon, PTech, PMP
Project Manager
For more information:
Office: 506-849-3001
Mobile: 506-651-2896
https://www.nexgen.today/

FCC snapshots show why agriculture is one of Canada’s
key sectors
The livestock sector takes the red ribbon as the hottest sector
in Canadian agriculture based on projected cash receipts over
the next 12 months, according to Farm Credit Canada’s (FCC)
agriculture economics team.
It seems like almost everything with four legs or feathers is in high demand
in Canada and has significant growth potential in export markets around
the world. The solid performance of all sectors speaks to the resilience of
Canada’s agriculture industry, as well as its ability to innovate and adapt to
the changing consumer markets.
FCC’s agriculture sector snapshots consider various factors that will
influence cash receipts for various agriculture commodities over the next
year. These factors include prices, production, demand and export
opportunities.

Within the livestock sector, hog cash receipts are forecast to climb by 12 per
cent over the next 12 months, cattle by eight per cent and poultry by seven
per cent. The dairy sector places a close second with cash receipts projected
to grow by 11 per cent.
Key crops in Western and Eastern Canada make up the third general area
analyzed in the FCC snapshots. Cash receipts for wheat, canola and lentils in
Western Canada are projected to decrease by one per cent over the next 12
months flowing into 2018. However, the slight decrease comes after recordhigh cash receipts over the previous two years. Cash receipts for corn and
soybeans in Eastern Canada are projected to grow by a modest one per cent
over the same 12-month timeframe.
Another snapshot projects Canadian farm equipment sales will see an overall
improvement over the next 12 months compared to the previous two years.
Total tractor sales (smaller tractors and four-wheel-drive tractors) are
projected to climb slightly above the five-year average by mid-2018, while
combine sales will increase in 2017 before losing steam and landing close to
the five-year average in 2018.
By sharing agriculture economic knowledge and forecasts, FCC provides
solid insights and expertise to help those in the business of agriculture
achieve their goals. For more information and insights, visit the FCC Ag
Economics blog post at www.fcc.ca/AgEconomics.
J.P. Gervais, Chief Agricultural Economist, Farm Credit Canada
Atlantic Grains Council: On-Farm Agronomy Research
The Atlantic Grains Council (AGC) was incorporated in 1984 to focus
research for Atlantic grain and oilseed producers. Currently a primary role of
the AGC is research in on-farm agronomy through Growing Forward 2 (with
funding from federal/provincial governments and supported through a
producer levy). The On-Farm Agronomy Research Program is in its third year
of data collection and is based on the priorities established through working
with grain and oilseed producers and research specialists. In 2016 there were
75 sites throughout Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
This increased to 86 sites in 2017, including 2 sites in Newfoundland.
Trials in 2017 include research on:

soybean seeding rates;

nitrogen application for barley production;

nitrogen application for corn production;

fungicide application for spring wheat production;

fungicide application for soybean production;

nitrogen and fungicide application for oat production;

fungicide application for corn production;

early and late plantings of winter wheat; and

Growth and yield monitor for field peas (new in 2017).
These on-farm research projects are carried out on a farm scale with a
minimum of 1 acre for each treatment. This results in farmers splitting fields
to compare treatments side by side. Specific protocols and results from the
first two field seasons (2015, 2016) can be viewed online through the AGC’s
new research tool: www.atlanticgrainscouncil.ca . The research tool is a
searchable database that allows users to view the results by individual plots,
provincial average or total average. In addition to information on yield and
protein, soil sample results and field history are also presented.
An example of the research on disease control in wheat is detailed below.
Fungicides were applied to spring wheat to determine the effect on controlling
disease for increased yields. Two fungicides (Caramba and Prosaro) were
compared against a non-treated control. The following extracted results show
yield, bushel weight, and protein at a moisture level of 15% for NB plots in
2016. With the dry growing season there was little fungal pressure, and no
difference between the treatments. Additional results for the 2017 field
season will be available soon.
Table 1. NB (Kent) Average Results (15% moisture)
2016
Treatment
Sites
Yield (T/ac)
Protein (%)
Caramba
2
0.68
14.30
Prosaro
2
0.71
14.36
Check
2
0.70
13.94

Test wt (lbs/bu)
56.41
51.32
55.63

Board of Directors 2017
Marketing Wood Products on Social Media Workshop
Understand basic marketing principles and learn the #1 marketing rule

The workshop will include marketing principles, branding exercises and
social media basics for business. This workshop is geared toward owners,
operators, managers, marketers and salespeople.
Date: October 18th, 9 am- 4 pm
Location: Moncton
For more information, contact Fred Nott at 506.451.6987 or
frederick.nott@unb.ca
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We are Moving!
Our office’s new address as of September 25 will be:
th
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